
 Introduction 

 In this science fair project, I will be putting together an experiment that will show how 

 different sizes of the drum can affect the frequency of the sound it produces. To set up this 

 experiment I will use 4 different drums comparing the diameter and depth as variables. 

 Background 

 Over the time I have been a drummer(about 4 years), I have collected various drums and 

 have wondered how the depth and diameter of each drum can affect the sound it produces. So now 

 that I have the tools and opportunity to test this I will use my own drums and frequency measuring 

 device to gather data and draw conclusions about how the depths and diameters compare to each 

 other. 

 Procedure 

 The procedure I will follow to create and execute this experiment is first I will need to set 

 up the experiment, to do this I will place all the drums that I will be using in a line or semicircle to 

 get an accurate effect from each drum. Next, I will place the frequency measuring device in the 

 same place on each drum to get a consistent reading on the sound from each drum. After the 

 experiment is set up I will then use a standard 5A drumstick to hit the middle of the drum head on 

 each drum and record the sound that it produces. After that, I will analyze the data and make a 

 conclusion of the results and answer my question. 

 Data 



 Drum 1  Drum 2  Drum 3  Drum 4 

 Diameter  14 in  14 in  10 in  12 in 

 Hight  6.5 in  6 in  9 in  9 in 

 Frequency  208 Hz  146 Hz  132 Hz  121 Hz 

 Calculations 

 All of my values for the frequency of each drum are averages i did three trials for each 

 drum and calculated the average for each one. 

 conclusion results 

 The results showed that in both directions, (hight and diameter) the smaller the drum : the higher 

 the frequency. 

 conclusion analysis 

 Using this data that i have collected from my drums i can conclude that even though the hight and 

 the diameter are different measurements they still both provide the same effect of smaller 

 drum=higher frequency. 



 Abstract 

 When you are a drummer you tend to spend a lot of time on the set practicing, playing and 

 you get to know all the different parts of the drum set, for a while i wondered if the drums could be 

 tuned like a guitar or stringed instrument because each note is a certain frequency or renge of 

 frequencies, to find the answer to this question i had to figure out the frequencies of each of my 

 drums, while i found these frequencies i started to wonder how the size of the drum could effect 

 how the sound changes. The purpose of this experiment is to find how each measurement of the 

 drum could effect the sound it produces in a different way. The procedure of this experement is a 

 very simple one because of the simplicity of the project, the first step in doing this experiment is 

 pick out which drums in the set i can use to get 2 sets, one with the diameters being the same and 

 one with the hights being the same so i can test both variables. For this expeiment i used two snare 

 drums and two toms, the snares bothe had the sam diameter but different hights and the two toms 

 had the same hight but different diameters. The second step was to set up the drums with the 

 frequency measuring device so hat when i hit the drum the device could get an accurate reading on 

 the sound it produces. The final step was to actually measure the frequencies of each instrument 3 

 times each to get an average overall, i used the same drumstick and the same amount of pressure on 

 the drum head for each hit and then recorded the frequency. My final conclusion/anylasis of the 

 data collected from this experiment is that even though the hight and the diameter are different they 

 both provide the same effect, when the drum is smaller the frequency is higher and with a bigger 

 drum the frequency is lower, i can also see this effect when i look at the bass drum because it is the 

 biggest drum in the set and it also has the lowest sound in the whole set, i can also see this on the 

 other end of the spectrum when i hit one of my cymbals lightly i get a very high sound. Overall this 

 experement has helped me understand my drums more and the mechanics of sound along with that. 


